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Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials have been an exciting frontier for exploring emerging physics
at reduced dimensionality, with a variety of exotic properties demonstrated at 2D limit. Here, we report the
first experimental discovery of in-plane antiferroelectricity in a 2D material β0�In2Se3, using optical and
electron microscopy consolidated by first-principles calculations. Different from conventional 3D
antiferroelectricity, antiferroelectricity in β0�In2Se3 is confined within the 2D layer and generates the
unusual nanostripe ordering: the individual nanostripes exhibit local ferroelectric polarization, whereas the
neighboring nanostripes are antipolar with zero net polarization. Such a unique superstructure is
underpinned by the intriguing competition between 2D ferroelectric and antiferroelectric ordering in
β0�In2Se3, which can be preserved down to single-layer thickness as predicted by calculation. Besides
demonstrating 2D antiferroelectricity, our finding further resolves the true nature of the β0�In2Se3
superstructure that has been under debate for over four decades.
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van der Waals (vdW) layered materials, with natural
confinement in two dimension (2D), offer unprecedented
opportunities to preserve or even enhance functionalities
from 3D bulk down to single-layer thickness [1,2]. These
functionalities can be further integrated in heterostructure
devices made of a stack of distinct 2D materials [3,4]. There
has been exciting progress in discovering 2D structures or
phases with various functionalities, including ferromagnet-
ism [5], superconductivity [6], and ferroelectricity [7,8],
offering a wealth of choices for making 2D heterostructure
devices. One recent example has been the demonstration of
2D ferroelectric materials including CuInP2S6 and WTe2
[8–12], promising for making ultrathin flexible ferroelectric
devices [13]. As the counterpart of ferroelectricity, antifer-
roelectricity has also been predicted in 2D materials such as
CuInP2S6, competingwith ferroelectric phases for theground
state [14,15]. The nature of 2D antiferroelectric ordering and
the competition or transition between 2D ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric phases are of significant interest for both
fundamental understanding and phase-transition device
applications [16,17]. However, despite several theoretical
studies, potential antiferroelectric ordering in 2D materials
has not yet been explored experimentally [14,15,18].

In this work, we demonstrate experimentally antiferroe-
lectricity in a 2Dmaterial In2Se3. As the two stable phases at
room temperature, α�In2Se3 and β0�In2Se3 both have 2D
structure consisting of [Se-In-Se-In-Se] quintuple layers
bonded by vdW force [19,20]. Just recently, α�In2Se3
has attracted great attention for its room-temperature 2D
ferroelectricity down to single-layer thickness [11,21–24].
2D ferroelectricity has also been reported in β0�In2Se3
[25,26], but still under debate [27] largely owing to its
structural ambiguity: compared to α�In2Se3, β0�In2Se3 is
distinguished by its characteristic superstructure consisting
of periodic nanostripes, the detailed atomic structure of
which remains unclear [28,29]. Underpinning this structural
ambiguity is the difficulty in solving large superstructures
containing too many atoms by conventional diffraction
analysis. Here, we adopt real-space imaging and electric
polarization mapping based on scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy (STEM), consolidated by first-principles
calculations, to interrogate the structural ambiguity in
β0�In2Se3. This allows us to disclose the nature of its
superstructure to be 2D antiferroelectric ordering, rather
than previously proposed ferroelectricity [25,26]. A ferro-
electric-antiferroelectric competition is also revealed, which
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can be preserved down to single-layer β0�In2Se3 as pre-
dicted by calculation.
Figure 1(a) is an annular dark-field (ADF) STEM image

showing the [0001]-projected structure of β0�In2Se3.
Atomic columns with different intensity are visible, with
the brighter columns containing more In atoms that are
heavier than Se. Both plan-view and cross-sectional
[Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material (SM) [30] ] STEM
images are largely consistent with a high-temperature
In2Se3 phase—2H β�In2Se3 with hexagonal symmetry
[29,32]. However, different from the high-temperature β
phase, room-temperature β0�In2Se3 exhibits additional
periodic nanostripes along h112̄0i, each ∼1.4 nm wide
(or 4d11̄00) and separated by dark boundaries containing
elongated atomic columns [Fig. 1(a)]. Such nanostriped
superstructure spans the whole β0�In2Se3 grain and its
long-range ordering gives rise to satellite diffraction at n=8
11̄00 positions [Figs. S2(a) and S2(b) in SM [30] ]. The
structure of β0�In2Se3 can thus be interpreted as the parent
β�In2Se3 structure plus the nanostriped superstructure.
Note that the nearly identical basic structure of β- and
β0�In2Se3 is also reflected by their similar Raman signals
and electronic properties [20,40], and has led to contra-
dictory phase identification in literature [20,26,28,40]. We
follow the convention defined by van Landuyt et al. who
first discovered the nanostriped superstructure and named it
as β0�In2Se3 [28]. Throughout this manuscript, both “unit-
cell” and crystallographic indexing refer to the parent
structure, instead of the complicated superstructure.
The origin of β0�In2Se3 superstructure, the in-plane

antiferroelectric ordering, is unveiled by atomic displace-
ment mapping shown in Fig. 1. The sub-Angstrom reso-
lution of aberration-corrected STEM allows a direct
determination of atomic-column positions in Fig. 1(a)
and the further derivation of atomic displacement with
picometer precision [41–44]. Comparing with the reference
lattice without superstructure (Fig. S3 in SM [30]), we can
see collective atomic displacement primarily along h112̄0i,

as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It forms a transverse displacive
modulation wave with a wavelength of two nanostripe width
(8d11̄00), consistent with the observed satellite diffraction.
More strikingly, the dark atomic columns show much larger
displacement than the bright columns [Fig. 1(e)]. As the dark
columns are negatively charged (In∶Se ¼ 1∶2) while the
bright columns are positively charged (In∶Se ¼ 2∶2), the
larger cooperative displacement of dark columns should lead
to charge-center separation and spontaneous electric polari-
zation, just like conventional ferroelectrics BaTiO3 and
BiFeO3 [45,46]. The polarization field can be reflected by
mapping the relative displacement of bright columns with
respect to the centers of the surrounding 6 dark columns
[42,44], as shown in Figs. 1(d,f): the well-aligned displace-
ment within individual nanostripes manifests ferroelectric
ordering, whereas the periodic antiparallel displacement
between neighboring nanostripes forms an unexpected anti-
ferroelectric ordering, resolving the atomistic origin of
the β0�In2Se3 superstructure that has been a mystery since
1975 [20,25,28].
We note that although many nanostripes are 4d11̄00 wide,

5d11̄00-wide nanostripes are also present which can alter the
superstructure period and generate satellite diffraction
different from n=8 11̄00, such as n=9 11̄00 and even
incommensurate n=8.5 11̄00 as shown in Fig. S2 in SM
[30]. Nevertheless, such a structure variation does not
change the overall antiferroelectric ordering, as evidenced
in Figs. S4(d) and S5(b) in SM [30]. The superstructure
period does not depend on sample thickness (Fig. S6 in SM
[30]), which distinguishes it from “superdomain” structure
that usually exhibits larger and thickness-dependent
domain widths [47]. No atomic displacement is detected
along the out-of-plane direction in cross-sectional STEM
images (Fig. S1 in SM [30]), thus the antiferroele-
ctric polarization in β0�In2Se3 is predominantly in
plane, along h112̄0i. Note that this polarization direction
is 90° away from the previously proposed ferroelectric
polarization [25].

FIG. 1. (a) Plan-view ADF-STEM image of a β0�In2Se3 flake. The bottom-left inset is a multislice-simulated image. (b) Models of the
basic β0�In2Se3 structure. (c) Atomic displacement map derived from (a) with respect to the reference lattice. The yellow (green) arrows
are for bright (dark) columns. Displacement of only half of the dark columns is shown, with the other half being similar (see Fig. S4
in SM [30]). (d) Relative displacement map of bright columns with respect to the centers of the surrounding six dark columns.
(e) Displacement profiles of bright and dark columns vertically averaged from (c). (f) Relative displacement profile of bright columns
vertically averaged from (d). Error bars indicate �1 s:d.
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To further verify the observed antiferroelectric ordering,
we map directly the polarization field using 4D STEM
performed on the newly developed electron microscopy
pixel array detector (EMPAD) [38]. The symmetry break-
ing due to polarization leads to asymmetric intensity in a
convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern [37],
which can be sensitively measured by EMPAD-based 4D
STEM to map the polarization field (see Methods and
Fig. S7 in SM [30]). The polarization map in Fig. 2(a)
shows eminently the nanostripe pattern with antiparallel
polarization along nanostripes and negligible perpendicular
polarization, consistent with the displacement map in
Fig. 1(d). Note that an electron probe larger than the basic
unit cell was used for 4D STEM to avoid disk overlapping
in CBED patterns for more accurate measurements [38].
The gradual polarization change across nanostripes in
Fig. 2(c), in contrast to the relatively sharp change in
the displacement profile in Fig. 1(f), can be attributed to the
larger probe size and the reduced mapping resolution.
With all the nanoscale evidence presented above, we

next try to demonstrate antiferroelectricity in β0�In2Se3 on
a larger scale. However, owing to the large current leakage
possibly from the small band gap (∼0.8 eV) or Se vacan-
cies, it is difficult to do conventional P�E loop measure-
ment on β0�In2Se3 [20,40]. Instead, we performed optical
measurement to interrogate its antipolar structure. The
linear-polarized-light images in Fig. 3(a) reveal three types
of domains in β0�In2Se3, all showing linear-dichroism
behavior as depicted in Fig. S9 in SM [30]. The domain
contrast arises from different polarization directions, with
an angular difference of 60°=120° between each other as
labeled in Fig. 3(a). Such a domain structure has been
interpreted as ferroelectric domains previously [25].
However, our STEM observation evinces that it actually
reflects the structural anisotropy raised by antiferroelectric
nanostripe ordering: with the three equivalent h112̄0i
directions in the hexagonal parent structure ([112̄0],

[12̄10], and [2̄110]), nanostripes may orient along one of
them in each domain and form three types of domains seen
in Fig. 3(a). This atomistic origin of the domain structure is
unveiled explicitly by atomic-resolution STEM imaging
shown in Fig. 3(b). Such domain structure is antiferroelectric
rather than ferroelectric, as further evidenced by second
harmonic generation (SHG) measurement in Fig. 3(c):
α�In2Se3 gives strong SHG signal confirming its ferroelec-
tricity [23], whereas no detectable SHG signal comes from
β0�In2Se3, proving unambiguously its zero net polarization
from antiferroelectricity, instead of the previously proposed
ferroelectricity [25].
Besides the identified antiparallel displacement and

polarization, aswell as the domain structure, lattice distortion
in β0�In2Se3 is also detected by a comparisonwith the parent
β�In2Se3 phase using in situ heating in TEM. The in-plane
hexagonal symmetry of β�In2Se3 requires d11̄00 ¼

ffiffiffi

3
p

d112̄0
that is indeed observed by electron diffraction at above
220 °C [Fig. 3(d)]. In contrast, for the room-temperature
β0�In2Se3 phase, the lattice spacing for (11̄00) perpendicular
to nanostripes, denoted as d⊥

11̄00
, is considerably smaller than

ffiffiffi

3
p

dk
112̄0

along nanostripes, demonstrating symmetry break-
ing owing to lattice distortion.Uponheating, both an increase

ofd⊥
11̄00

and a decrease ofdk
112̄0

are observed inFig. 3(d), until
220 °C when β0�In2Se3 transforms into β�In2Se3 with

d⊥
11̄00

¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

dk
112̄0

. Therefore compared to the parent
β�In2Se3, lattice distortion in β0�In2Se3 involves two

components: elongation along nanostripes (larger dk
112̄0

)
and compression perpendicular to nanostripes (smaller
d⊥
11̄00

). Such lattice distortion resembles closely the classical

FIG. 2. Polarization mapping using EMPAD-based 4D STEM.
Centers of mass (a) hpyi and (b) hpxi measured from CBED
patterns. (c), (d) Vertically averaged hpyi profile from (a) and
hpxi profile from (b). Error bars indicate �1 s:d.

FIG. 3. (a) Polarized-light image of a β0�In2Se3 flake, with the
polarization directions labeled. (b) ADF STEM image of 120°
twin domains in β0�In2Se3, showing the switching of nanostripe
direction across a coherent domain boundary. (c) SHG intensity
of β0�In2Se3 showing no detectable response, in contrast to the
strong SHG signal from ferroelectric α�In2Se3. (d) Thermal
variation of lattice spacings measured from electron diffraction
during in situ heating.
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tetragonal distortion in BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 and the rhom-
bohedral distortion in BiFeO3, which lower the unit-cell
symmetry and couple with polarization along the elongation
directions [45,46]. In β0�In2Se3, the detected antiferro-
electric polarization is also along the elongation distortion.
In fact, the lattice distortion and the antiferroelectric super-
structure and domains disappear concomitantly, all at above
220 °C as revealed by in situ heating [Figs. 3(d), S10 and S11
in SM [30] ], further confirming the coupling between them.
We also performed first-principles calculations to better

understand the experimental observation on β0�In2Se3.
Starting with the parent β�In2Se3, its phonon dispersion
[Fig. 4(a)] reveals numerous structural instabilities, imply-
ing potential phase transitions at lower temperature
[12,18,48]. The soft modes of the lowest branch (red solid
curve) forms a “flat” region along the Γ�M direction,
which may “freeze” at lower temperature and generate
superstructure with modulated atomic displacement [16].
The typical β0�In2Se3 superstructure has the wave vector
1=8f11̄00g, which is indeed within the flat region as
marked by the black dot in Fig. 4(a). Modulating the
parent β�In2Se3 with this mode successfully leads to the

antiferroelectric β0�In2Se3 [Fig. 4(b)] with excellent agree-
ment with experimental observation. Based on the calcu-
lated β0�In2Se3 structure, a simulated ADF STEM image is
overlaid in Fig. 1(a), which reproduces all the structural
characteristics: (i) As shown in Fig. 4(f), the calculated
atomic-column displacement quantitatively matches the
experimental measurement in both magnitudes and the
sharp changes at nanostripe boundaries. (ii) The central-
layer Se atoms in each quintuple layer show much larger
displacement than other atoms (also see Fig. S12 in SM
[30]). Since the central-layer Se atoms belong to dark
columns containing less In, this fully explains the measured
larger displacement of dark columns. The dominant dis-
placement of the central-layer Se atoms, together with their
large Born effective charge (−3.87 e), generates sponta-
neous antiparallel polarization ∼23–26 μC=cm2 along
h112̄0i and the observed antiferroelectricity. (iii) The
calculated atomic displacement is mostly in phase between
the two quintuple layers, except at nanostripe boundaries
where the opposite displacement is identified [Figs. S12(d)
and S12(e) in SM [30] ]. Such antiparallel atomic displace-
ment is presumably a low-energy boundary configuration

FIG. 4. (a) Phonon dispersion of parent bulk 2H β�In2Se3 showing structural instabilities associated with the soft modes of the lowest
branch (red solid line) along the Γ�M direction. The black dot indicates the soft mode generating the antiferroelectric β0 phase.
(b) Calculated antiferroelectric β0 and (c) ferroelectric FEβ structure for bulk In2Se3. (d) Calculated antiferroelectric β0 and
(e) ferroelectric FEβ structure for single-quintuple-layer In2Se3. The FEβ structure is remarkably similar to the local structure within
the β0�In2Se3 nanostripes, as indicated by the black unit-cell frames. (f) Relative displacement profile of bright columns measured from
the simulated ADF STEM image based on the calculated structure in (b), compared to the experimental profile. (g) Polarization profiles
across nanostripes of bulk and single-quintuple-layer β0�In2Se3, calculated from the structure in (b) and (d). The dashed lines indicate
the calculated polarization of bulk and single-quintuple-layer FEβ phase for comparison.
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to accommodate the polar discontinuity from antipolar
nanostripes. This also results in elongated columns in
[0001]-projected images, with considerably lower intensity
owing to the disruption of electron probe channeling along
the unaligned columns [49,50]. (iv) The flatness of the
lowest branch along the Γ�M direction suggests that
superstructure with similar atomic displacement but differ-
ent periodicity may form, fully consistent with the coex-
istence of 4d11̄00- and 5d11̄00-wide nanostripes imaged in
Figs. S2–S5 in SM [30].
Then why does β0�In2Se3 exhibit such nanostriped

antiferroelectric ordering? Antiferroelectricity is usually
believed to arise from competition between structural
and ferroelectric instabilities, with the latter being modu-
lated by the former [16,51]. The ferroelectric instability is
indeed identified by calculation based on the lowest-
frequency mode at Γ point, which predicts a new ferro-
electric In2Se3 phase with uniform polarization
∼24 μC=cm2 along h112̄0i [referred to as FEβ�In2Se3
as shown in Fig. 5(c)]. Note that FEβ�In2Se3 has a
different structure from α�In2Se3 and has never been
experimentally observed. Actually, its structure is almost
identical to the local structure within a nanostripe in
β0�In2Se3, as illustrated in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). Both phases
manifest polarization dominated by h112̄0i displacement of
the central-layer Se atoms, with nearly the same displace-
ment and polarization magnitudes [Fig. 4(g)], indicating
the same type of polar instability shared by them. As for the
structural instability, it is represented by the “flat” region
along the Γ�M direction that tends to modulate the Γ-point
ferroelectric instability and generate antiferroelectricity.
The flat region shares similar frequencies to the Γ point,
suggesting that the driving forces to form ferroelectric and
antiferroelectric ordering are comparable. The competition
is then reflected by modulation periods, or the nanostripe
widths, with the longer periods being more ferroelectric
(toward Γ point with complete ferroelectric ordering) and
the shorter periods being more modulated and antiferro-
electric. The observed 4d11̄00 to 5d11̄00 width of nanostripes
should represent the balance of the competition. With such
compromised antiferroelectricity, β0�In2Se3 has the energy
2.5 meV=formula-unit lower than FEβ�In2Se3, which
explains the observed β0�In2Se3 as the stable phase. We
note that even though a similar mechanism was proposed in
conventional 3D antiferroelectrics [16,51], the competition
between ferroelectric and antiferroelectric ordering, both
are confined in 2D, has never been demonstrated unequivo-
cally before.
Finally, with the remarkable agreement between experi-

ments and calculations, we use the calculation to explore
whether antiferroelectricity in β0�In2Se3 can be preserved
down to single-layer thickness. Excitingly, even single-
quintuple-layer β0�In2Se3 exhibits the same antiferroelec-
tric ordering [Fig. 5(d)], originating from the soft mode in
the flat phonon branch [Fig. S13(b) in SM [30] ]. Its h112̄0i

polarization is even enhanced (∼26–27 μC=cm2) compared
to bulk β0�In2Se3 [Fig. 5(g)]. The stability of 2D antiferro-
electric ordering at this limit thickness is further verified
by the 2.3 meV=formula-unit lower energy of single-
quintuple-layer β0�In2Se3 compared with the correspond-
ing FEβ�In2Se3.
In summary, we have demonstrated experimentally in-

plane antiferroelectricity in β0�In2Se3, in quantitative
agreement with first-principles calculations. The identified
antiferroelectricity is unique: It is in-plane dominated and
confined in the single β0�In2Se3 quintuple layer, as
opposed to conventional 3D antiferroelectrics such as
PbZrO3, and other 2D materials whose antiferroelectric
ordering arises from antipolar stacking along the out-of-
plane direction. Such 2D confinement enables the preser-
vation of antiferroelectricity down to single-quintuple-layer
thickness. Furthermore, the revealed competition between
2D ferroelectric and antiferroelectric ordering, as reflected
by the nanostripe width, is unprecedented and suggests
bright prospects for realizing antiferroelectric-ferroelectric
phase switching in β0�In2Se3. At last, β0�In2Se3 is also
known as a semiconductor with the band gap ∼0.8 eV and
was demonstrated to make phase-switching memory devi-
ces [52]. The accurate structure model achieved in our work
is essential for better understanding its emerging function-
alities as a low-band-gap 2D antiferroelectric material.
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